Introduction {#s1}
============

All movement results from a combination of perceptual information and internal, or top-down, commands. Spinal reflexes, even those mediated by direct pathways located entirely within the spinal cord, can be squelched by an inclination not to move (Capaday, Forget, Fraser, & Lamarre, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Capaday1]; Evarts & Tanji, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Evarts1]; Wolpaw, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Wolpaw1]). Postural reflexes are influenced by behavioral context, both conscious and unconscious (Horak, Diener, & Nashner, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Horak1]). Responses to visual stimuli are also under high-level influence. The saccadic eye movement system has been used as a model system for understanding how perception and cognition control movement, and thus can provide a useful tool for understanding how cognition can affect reflexive responses. Saccades can be made reflexively in response to suddenly occurring sensory stimuli, voluntarily, as observed in experiments studying decision, memory, or other cognitive processes, and automatically, as observed during the searching and scanning of the visual world (Leigh & Zee, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Leigh1]). Human saccades elicited by the sudden appearance of visual stimuli have reaction times ranging from 80 to several hundred milliseconds, depending on factors such as the task parameters, properties of the visual stimuli, subject demographics, and familiarity of subjects with the task (Leigh & Zee, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Leigh1]).

The stimulus-bound nature of such reactive saccades is apparent when two visual stimuli are presented in spatial and temporal proximity. Saccadic responses to such stimuli tend to land in between the two stimuli rather than directly on one stimulus or the other. Such responses have been termed "averaging saccades" (Coren & Hoenig, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Coren1]; Findlay, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Findlay1]). However, these responses are not strictly stimulus bound, but can be affected by cognition. He and Kowler ([@i1534-7362-17-3-2-He1]) demonstrated in a task where subjects were instructed to make a saccade to one of the two stimuli, defined by color, that the probability of the location of the target stimulus could affect saccade endpoint. Such saccades had a reaction time of less than 200 ms (He & Kowler, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-He1]).

Our lab has extended this finding to provide evidence that the spatial endpoints of reflexive saccadic eye movements with very short reaction times can be influenced by what we termed "visuomotor set," preparatory processes that alter the way visual responses are processed spatially into motor commands (Edelman, Kristjansson, & Nakayama, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]). Moreover, this cognitive command need not dictate a saccade to a specific location in space, but could instead direct it towards a particular position within an object. Such object-centered instructions have been shown to modulate activity in areas of the primate brain including the supplementary eye fields (Olson, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Olson1]) and to influence rapid spatial attentional deployment to extended objects (Kristjansson, Mackeben, & Nakayama, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Kristjansson1]). In our task, subjects were instructed, by means of a central fixation point, to make a saccade to the left or right of two visual stimuli that were separated horizontally. The two stimuli appeared randomly at one of several locations on the display. Thus, this instruction was object-centered, in that subjects did not know the location in space to which to make the saccade, but knew where to make a saccade to with respect to the stimulus array. The instruction was found to alter saccade vector without increasing saccade reaction time (SRT; Edelman et al., [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]).

Most surprisingly, such instructions influenced the vector of express saccades (ESs), saccades that have the shortest latency of all saccadic eye movements (B. Fischer & Boch, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Fischer2]; B. Fischer & Ramsperger, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Fischer3]), while leaving their ultrashort latencies intact (Edelman et al., [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]). This is particularly surprising given that the latencies and neurophysiology of ESs (Edelman & Keller, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman1]) suggest that they have close to the minimum reaction time possible for saccades given the conduction and propagation delays in the neural pathways starting in the retina, continuing through visual and extrastriate cortex, and progressing through saccade-related areas in the brainstem such as the superior colliculus before innervating the eye muscles (Leigh & Zee, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Leigh1]). Thus, following the instruction does not involve a separate, time-consuming process interceding between the sensory and motor processes involved in ES generation, but must instead involve the setting of synaptic weights or levels of neural activity in advance of the appearance of the visual stimuli. We refer to this ensemble of preparatory activity as "visuomotor set."

The finding that an object-centered horizontally oriented visuomotor set can alter ultrashort sensorimotor reflexes raises the question of whether other types of visuomotor set, involving other directions or instantiated within other coordinate systems, can have such an influence. Assuming that such mechanisms can influence sensorimotor reflexes during more naturalistic behavior, an exploration of how different types of visuomotor set can influence sensorimotor reflexes can yield a broader insight into how spatial cognitive processes can interact with perceptual processes to guide rapid movement.

In the current study, we used the basic procedure of the previous study but tested whether other types of instruction can influence ESs without increasing their reaction time. We tested whether instructions expressed in vertical Cartesian coordinates, namely to make a saccade to the upper or lower part of a visual stimulus array, can affect ESs. We also tested whether instructions given in polar coordinates of amplitude and direction could have such an influence. In addition, we examined whether learning or practice could enhance the effect over short or long time periods and how the extent of the effect increases with SRT.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Subjects {#s2a}
--------

All research was approved under a protocol submitted to The City College of New York Institutional Review Board. Research conduct adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki. Four subjects (ages: 20--35 years, two female) participated in these experiments. One subject was an author on this paper; all others were naive as to the purpose of these experiments. All subjects were trained to make ESs prior to testing (see below), but none had experience on the object-centered instruction tasks.

General methods {#s2b}
---------------

Eye position was measured at 500 Hz by the Eyelink II eyetracker (SR Research, Kanata, ON, Canada). Subjects\' heads were stabilized using a bite bar made of dental acrylic. Visual stimulus presentation and data collection were performed on a Mac G4 computer (Apple, Cupertino, CA) running routines from the Vision Shell library (Comtois, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Comtois1]). Visual stimuli were presented on a Compaq P1200 CRT monitor (Compaq, Palo Alto, CA) 55 cm from the subject. Stimuli were all white with a luminance of 100 cd/m^2^. Sessions begin with a calibration procedure using a 3 × 3 grid, and a drift correction was performed between every block of trials.

Stimuli and procedure {#s2c}
---------------------

### Training procedure {#s2c1}

Prior to beginning the main set of experiments, all subjects were trained to make ESs. The subjects participated in several sessions of "gap" eye movement trials until 2/3 of their trials had latencies in the ES range (\<120 ms). In each session, subjects performed 288 trials, arranged in 18 blocks of 16 trials. Each trial began with a white square fixation stimulus at the center of the screen (0.5°). Subjects were required to fixate this stimulus within 500 ms of its appearance and then hold fixation until the presentation of the target stimulus elicited a saccade. The target square (1°) appeared 500--800 ms after fixation began; 150--200 ms before the appearance of a peripheral target, the fixation stimulus disappeared (i.e., gap task; Saslow, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Saslow1]). The target could appear in the four horizontal and vertical cardinal directions at an eccentricity of 9°. Subjects were instructed to make a saccade to the stimulus as quickly as possible, within 400 ms of target appearance. They then were required to maintain fixation of the target for 300 ms, after which it disappeared. Intertrial intervals were 700 ms. Any violations of these requirements, which were monitored in real time, resulted in the sounding of a beep and an immediate termination of the trial.

### Experiment 1 {#s2c2}

The purpose of this experiment was to test the effect of eight spatial object-centered visuomotor sets (left, right, up, down, near, far, clockwise, counterclockwise) on ES vector. There were nine different trial types; in each the shape of the fixation point indicated the object-centered instruction. One task was a standard control task, identical to the training task described above. Here, the task was simply to make a saccade to the single target. The target could appear in the four horizontal and vertical directions at an eccentricity of 9°.

In the eight spatial instruction tasks, a target array of four white squares arranged in a diamond shape appeared (see [Figure 1](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f01){ref-type="fig"}). As in the case for the one-target control task, the stimulus array was centered randomly in one of the four horizontal and vertical directions at an eccentricity of 9°. Each of the four squares was 1°. on a side, and the separation between the centers of the left and right squares and between the top and bottom squares was 5°. The temporal properties of the experiment procedure for these tasks were identical of those of the control trials. Instruction was indicated by the nature of the central fixation stimulus. These eight spatial instruction tasks (with their fixation stimuli) were (a) left ("v" shape pointing to the left, like a less than sign), (b) right ("v" shape pointing to the right, like a greater than sign, (c) up ("v" pointed up), (d) down ("v" pointed down), (e) near ("N"), (f) far ("F"), (g) clockwise ("CW"), and (h) counterclockwise ("CCW"). Note that due to the diamond shape configuration of the stimuli, as well as the possible positions of the stimuli (right, up, left, down), the location of the stimulus indicated by the instruction was always unambiguous. For convenience, given the nature of some of our analysis procedures the left and right instructions will be referred to as horizontal instruction types, the up and down instructions as vertical instruction types, the near and far instructions as polar amplitude instruction types, and the CW and CCW tasks as polar direction instruction types.

![Schematics of the three trial types used in this experiment. Far left: Gap trials were used in Experiment 1 and some trials of Experiment 2. In these trials, the screen was blank in between the presentation of a central fixation and a peripheral target array. Sample trial shown used "\<" as a central fixation point, prompting the subject to make a saccade to the leftmost of the four stimuli, wherever they appeared. Center: Overlap trials were used in some trials in Experiment 2. In these trials, the peripheral target was presented while the central fixation stimulus remained visible. In this sample trial, an "N" served as central fixation stimulus, prompting the subject to make a saccade to the nearest (closest) of the four stimuli. Right: Delayed trials were used in Experiment 3. In these trials, the central fixation stimulus remained visible for a variable amount of time after the target array appeared. The disappearance of the fixation stimulus cued the subject to make a saccade to the peripheral target array. In the trial shown, a "CW" indicated that a subject should make a saccade to the clockwise-most target.](i1534-7362-17-3-2-f01){#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f01}

As in the training task above, each experimental session consisted of 18 blocks of 16 trials each, for a total of 288 trials. Instruction (or single-target trials with no instruction) was consistent within each block, and blocks of each of the nine trial types (eight different instructions plus the single target trials) were run twice in each session, with order counterbalanced. Each session, including set-up and calibration, lasted approximately 30 min. Four sessions were run across 2--3 weeks.

### Experiment 2 {#s2c3}

The purpose of this experiment was to test the effect of object-centered visuomotor sets when reaction times were greater than those in the ES range---in particular to show the time range in which these effects reached an asymptote. In terms of object-centered instruction, trial types (control + eight different instructions) were identical to those of Experiment 1. The temporal properties of stimulus presentation and behavioral requirements were identical to that of Experiment 1, except that the interval between the disappearance of the fixation stimulus and the appearance of the target stimuli could range from 100 ms (gap) to −150 ms (overlap). Subjects were instructed to make a saccade to the target array as soon as it appeared, regardless of whether the fixation point disappearance or the target appearance occurred first. The number and structure of trials, blocks, and sessions was identical to that of Experiment 1.

### Experiment 3 {#s2c4}

The purpose of this experiment was to examine how the effect of the instruction with longer intervals between the appearance of the target stimuli and the temporal cue to make a saccade. The control and object-centered tasks are similar to those of the other tasks, except that the tasks are run in an instructed delay format (B. Fischer & Boch, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Fischer1]), with target appearance preceding fixation point disappearance for 200, 400, 600, or 800 ms, and with the disappearance of the fixation point being the cue to make a saccade. The number and structure of trials, blocks, and sessions were identical to that of Experiments 1 and 2.

Data analysis {#s2d}
-------------

Data analysis was performed using routines from Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). All stated statistically significant differences were significant at α = 0.05. Our general approach was to run analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple comparison tests using one or more of our independent variables as fixed factors and subject as a random factor. We also examined data trends on an individual subject basis to ensure that any differences were not driven by only one or two subjects. This approach allowed us to use every saccade in our dataset in our analysis and have effects that approach, but not reach, statistical significance on the individual level still contribute when assessing the effect across all subjects. Saccades with reaction times less than 75 ms were deemed anticipatory saccades and were not analyzed further.

Calculation of saccade metrics {#s2e}
------------------------------

To compute the start and end of each saccade, a saccade velocity trace was obtained by differentiating the horizontal and vertical components of the eye position trace by a central difference algorithm implemented in Matlab and then using the Pythagorean theorem to calculate radial velocity as a function of time. We then used Matlab routines to estimate the eye position trace just after the time of the cue to make a saccade (either target appearance or fixation point disappearance; see below) to determine the first point at which velocity exceeded 35°/s. Next, the trace was evaluated backward in time until the first point below 15°/s was found. The end of the saccade was determined in an analogous manner, but with time reversed.

Results {#s3}
=======

Experiment 1: Gap task {#s3a}
----------------------

ES yield was high in the gap task, showing that the gap, in combination with the pre-experimental training, was effective. Eight and a half percent of trials were not analyzed because subjects did not follow procedures correctly; 68% of these errors were anticipatory saccades, where subjects initiated saccades less than 75 ms after target appearance, indicating that they were not visually driven. Of the analyzed trials, 66.7% were ESs (reaction times \< 120 ms). Instructions given in Cartesian (horizontal -- left vs. right or vertical -- up vs. down) or polar amplitude coordinates (polar amplitude -- near vs. far) resulted in large effects on saccade landing point for ESs (reaction times \< 120 ms), although, as in the case for Edelman et al. ([@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]), this effect was not complete, as ESs tended to land in between the intended target and the center of the stimulus array. In contrast, there was little influence of polar direction instructions (CW vs. CCW) on the vector of ESs. Examples of these effects are portrayed in [Figure 2](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f02){ref-type="fig"}. The effect of instruction on saccade vector was quantified by performing, for each of the four pairs of opposing instruction types (horizontal, vertical, polar amplitude, polar direction) a two-factor ANOVA, with instructional effect as the dependent variable, instruction (e.g., left vs. right) as a fixed factor and subject as a random factor. For the horizontal, vertical, and polar amplitude instruction pairs, we found highly significant effects of instruction (see [Table 1](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-t01){ref-type="table"}). Note that for the polar amplitude instructions there was a bias towards shorter amplitude saccades, as saccades in the near condition tended to land much further from the midpoint between the two targets than those in the far condition, where saccades tended to land near the midpoint. This asymmetry between near and far may have contributed to a slightly weaker effect seen in the polar amplitude instructions compared to the horizontal and vertical instructions. This asymmetry was much smaller for the horizontal and vertical instruction types ([Table 1](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-t01){ref-type="table"}).

![Endpoints of individual ESs (SRT \< 120 ms) following directional instructions to stimulus arrays and of ESs to one target are shown for sample data for the four different instruction types from one of the four subjects (shown by initials) in Experiment 1. Top left: horizontal -- left/right; top right: vertical -- up/down; bottom left: polar amplitude -- near/far; bottom right: polar direction -- CW/CCW. In same cases (e.g., top left), ESs in a particular direction, usually downward, were not observed.](i1534-7362-17-3-2-f02){#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f02}

###### 

Mean (*SD*) normalized instruction effects on saccade endpoint for express saccades in Experiment 1. *Notes*: These values were signed such that the values corresponding to the "Ins1" instructions (right/up/far/CW) had a positive value if the saccades followed the instruction (with a value of +1.0 if the instruction was followed perfectly, with the saccade landing in the middle of the correct square) and the "Ins2" instructions (left/down/near/CCW) had a negative value if they followed the instruction (with a value of −1.0 if they followed the instructions perfectly). Statistics from ANOVA of main effect of task (Ins1 vs. Ins2) on normalized endpoint effect are also shown. CW = clockwise; CCW = counterclockwise.

![](i1534-7362-17-3-2-t01)

### Dependence of saccade vector and reaction time on instruction type {#s3a1}

The relative dependence of ES vector on the type of instruction---horizontal, vertical, polar amplitude, and polar direction---had a remarkably constant pattern across the four subjects, with vertical having the greatest effect, followed by horizontal and polar amplitude, with, as described above, little effect in the polar direction instruction types. This was confirmed statistically by calculating a rectified value of instruction for each saccade type, so that saccades directed to the instructed target had a value of 1 and saccades directed to the midpoint of the target array had a value of 0. For each pair of instructions we then averaged the rectified values of the instruction effect (e.g., for vertical, the rectified values of up and down instructions were averaged). We then conducted a two-factor ANOVA with instruction type as a fixed factor and subject as a random factor, followed by a multiple comparisons procedure. A main factor of instruction type was found (SS = 198, *df* = 3, *F* = 66, *p* \< 0.0001), and the multiple comparisons procedure showed significant differences for all pair-wise comparisons. [Figure 3](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f03){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that this pattern, vertical \> horizontal \> polar amplitude \> polar direction, was found for all four subjects.

![Mean instructional effect of ES endpoint in Experiment 1 for the four instructional trial types (horizontal / vertical / polar amplitude / polar direction) are shown for each of the four subjects and for the grand average of the four subjects. Mean instruction effect was calculated by averaging the mean rectified normalized effects for the two tasks within a task pair (e.g., left and right). If saccades followed directions perfectly then the mean rectified normalized instruction effect would be 1.0 (see text for additional details).](i1534-7362-17-3-2-f03){#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f03}

It is possible that the cognitive demands of object-centered spatial instructions increase SRT relative to that of a simple SRT task. However, as this was not found to be the case in Edelman et al. ([@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]), we did not expect to find it here. Indeed, at most a modest effect on reaction time was found across the wider range of tasks in the present study. Mean reaction times across the four subjects ranged from 110 ms in the one-target task to 117 ms in the CCW task.

As in previous work (Dafoe, Armstrong, & Munoz, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Dafoe1]; Goldring & Fischer, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Goldring1]; Previc, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Previc1]), we found a dependence of SRT on target direction, with downward saccades having the longest SRT. Across all instruction types, mean SRT and percentage ESs for all analyzed trials were as follows: rightward: 101 ms, 89%; leftward: 104 ms, 89%; upward: 122 ms, 52%; and downward: 130 ms, 44%. Since ES yield was higher in certain directions, it\'s possible that asymmetries in the instructional effect within a pair of instructions may contribute to the results described above. To account for this, we recalculated the values shown in [Table 1](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-t01){ref-type="table"} by first calculating subaverages for saccades in each of the four directions, and then averaging these four subaverages together. The results were very similar to those shown in [Table 1](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-t01){ref-type="table"}.

### Influence of reaction time on the effect of instruction {#s3a2}

While instruction had little effect on reaction time, it is possible that the effect of instructions increased for saccades of greater reaction time. Our data indicated that this was the case for the horizontal, vertical, and polar amplitude instruction types in Experiment 1. Examples of this dependence are portrayed in [Figure 4](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f04){ref-type="fig"} and the differences are summarized in [Figure 5](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f05){ref-type="fig"}.

![Example data of normalized saccade endpoints for the four instructional trial types as a function of SRT in Experiment 1. Top left: horizontal -- left/right; top right: vertical -- up/down; bottom left: polar amplitude -- near/far; bottom right: polar direction -- CW/CCW. Each data point represents a single saccade and each plot shows data for a single session. Lines are binned averages for the corresponding instruction. Bin size is 25 ms.](i1534-7362-17-3-2-f04){#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f04}

![Means of normalized rectified effect size for the fast ESs (SRT \< 100 ms) and slower saccades (SRT \> 120 ms) for Experiment 1. Data for each subject and grand average of all subjects are shown.](i1534-7362-17-3-2-f05){#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f05}

To quantify the dependence of instructional effect on reaction time, we compared the effect of instruction on saccades with less than 100 ms reaction time (fast gap) with those of more than 120 ms reaction time (slow gap). For the data for each of the four instruction types we ran a two-factor ANOVA with rectified instruction effect as the dependent variable, latency group (fast gap vs. slow gap") as a fixed factor, and subject as a random factor. For the horizontal and vertical instruction types we found significant main effects of latency group (horizontal: SS = 12.6, *df* = 1, *F* = 19.3, *p* = 0.021; vertical: SS = 20.4, *df* = 1, *F* = 243, *p* \< 0.001), while for polar amplitude and polar direction instruction types we did not find a significant main effect, though for polar amplitude we found a significant interaction between latency group and subject (horizontal: SS = 3.42, *df* = 3, *F* = 3.82, *p* = 0.01), indicating that for some subjects the effect was increasing with reaction time ([Figure 5](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f05){ref-type="fig"}).

However, as was the case for Edelman et al. ([@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]) we found that even saccades with the shortest reaction times were affected by instruction. We repeated our analysis of the instruction effect shown in [Table 1](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-t01){ref-type="table"} (nonrectified) comparing our pairwise analysis (left vs. right, up vs. down, etc.) for each of the four instruction types for just the saccades with reaction times less than 100 ms. We found significant effects for all four instruction types, including polar direction, though the effect size for polar direction was smaller than that for the other instruction types ([Table 2](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-t02){ref-type="table"}), and statistical significance, even across this large data set, was marginal.

###### 

Mean (*SD*) normalized instruction effects on saccade endpoint for express saccades with reaction times less than 100 ms in Experiment 1. *Notes*: Statistics from ANOVA of main effect of task on normalized endpoint effect are also shown. For other conventions see [Table 1](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-t01){ref-type="table"}. CW = clockwise; CCW = counterclockwise.

![](i1534-7362-17-3-2-t02)

### Effect of order in block and experience across sessions {#s3a3}

In these experiments, like those of Edelman et al. ([@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]), we ran blocks of 16 trials that were identical in instruction. We also ran subjects in four identical experimental sessions (of 288 trials each). We thus wished to determine whether short- and long-term experience with following these instructions could increase the object-centered effects. Generally, we found only slight effects of trial history and session history. To examine trial history, we quantified this by dividing our data sets by trial order within a block into early trials for Trials 1--8 in a block and late trials for Trials 9--16 within a block. For examining session history, we divided the data into early sessions for Sessions 1--2 and late sessions for Sessions 3--4. For each of the four instruction types we then conducted two-way ANOVAs in which rectified instruction effect was the dependent variable, trial order (or session order) was a fixed effect, and subject was a random effect.

For the polar amplitude instruction type (near vs. far) we found a highly significant effect of trial order within a block (*M* SS = 1.98, *F* = 78, *df* = 1, *p* \< 0.001) with a greater effect in later trials. Otherwise the effects of trial and session order were quite modest. For polar amplitude instructions, the effect of session order had a small effect that bordered on significance (*M* SS = 1.27, *F* = 8.8, *df* =1, *p* = 0.053). We found generally that both trial order and session order had at most modest effects on the size of the instruction effect. For the horizontal instruction type, the effect of session was about 10%, but still statistically significant (see [Table 3](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-t03){ref-type="table"}). There were no significant effects of either trial order nor session order for vertical and polar direction instruction types.

###### 

Session and trial order effects -- difference in normalized effects of instruction type on saccade endpoint for express saccades in Experiment 1. *Notes*: See [Table 1](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-t01){ref-type="table"} for conventions pertaining to the values shown in the early and late columns. Statistics from ANOVA of main effects of session and trial order are also shown.

![](i1534-7362-17-3-2-t03)

Experiment 2: Gap/overlap task {#s3b}
------------------------------

In order to more fully understand how the effects of object-centered instruction evolve with time, we ran subjects on a gap/overlap task where the time between fixation disappearance and target appearance could range from a 100-ms gap to a 150-ms overlap. Use of gaps mixed with overlaps yielded a much larger range of SRTs, allowing a clearer picture of how the object-centered effect depended on reaction time.

As was the case for Experiment 1*,* the effect of task instruction on reaction time was statistically significant, though very modest. Mean reaction times across the four subjects ranged from 141 ms in the far task to 156 ms in the one-target task. Also as in Experiment 1, we found the pattern of instruction type on the object-centered effect on saccade vector to be consistent across subjects, with again vertical instructions having the largest effect, followed by horizontal, and polar amplitude. The effect of polar direction was slight at best ([Figure 6](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f06){ref-type="fig"}).

![Normalized effect size as a function of reaction time for the four instruction types in Experiment 2. Data are binned for each subject by reaction time quartile. See [Figure 3](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f03){ref-type="fig"} for conventions pertaining to the difference in normalized effect size.](i1534-7362-17-3-2-f06){#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f06}

There was a substantial speed/accuracy tradeoff within the range of reaction times observed for these saccades (100--200 ms), except for the polar direction instructions. As reaction time varied from subject to subject, but had probability distributions that were similar in shape, for display and analysis purposes we divided each subject\'s dataset into quartiles based on reaction time, yielding four reaction time epochs ([Figure 6](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f06){ref-type="fig"}). The effect of epoch and instruction type on object-centered effect was then found by conducting a three-way ANOVA with rectified object-centered effect as the dependent variable and instruction type and epoch as fixed factors, and subject as a random factor. Given that the data from the polar direction task were clearly different from that of the other tasks, we excluded these trials from the analysis, and thus analyzed only data from the horizontal, vertical, and polar amplitude instruction types. We found significant main effects of task (*F* = 20, *df* = 2, *p* = 0.002) and of epoch (*F* = 8.6, *df* =3, *p* = 0.005). A multiple comparisons procedure analyzing the effect of epoch showed pairwise differences for all epochs, except for the comparison between the third and fourth epochs. These differences appeared to be driven by larger increases in effect with reaction time for the vertical instructions, an intermediate increase for the horizontal instructions, and a smaller effect in the polar amplitude instructions. Generalized across the tasks, multiple comparisons indicated a significant difference between the first and third epochs for all four subjects. In particular, the polar amplitude effect appeared to decrease overall between the third and fourth quartiles of reaction time. Also, the one subject (HF) who tended to have a smaller effect of instruction also appeared to have less of a speed--accuracy trade-off.

Experiment 3: Overlap task with instructional delay {#s3c}
---------------------------------------------------

In Experiment 3, unlike Experiments 1 and 2, the disappearance of the fixation point was the cue to make the saccade. The interval between visual target presentation and saccade initiation, which we will define as "saccade latency," was increased by keeping the fixation point illuminated after target presentation and asking subjects to refrain from making a saccade until the fixation point disappeared, which occurred 200, 400, 600, or 800 ms after target appearance (stimulus-onset asynchrony \[SOA\]).

Our main motivation for this experiment was determining how the effect of instruction depended on the time between target appearance and saccade initiation. Since there were four, broadly spaced SOAs, we analyzed the role of latency on instruction effect by dividing our data into four groups based on the SOA ([Figure 7](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f07){ref-type="fig"}). For the vertical, horizontal, and polar amplitude instructions, the effect appeared to reach a maximum at an SOA somewhere between 300 and 500 ms, corresponding to saccade latencies (time between stimulus presentation and saccade initiation) of 450--700 ms. Note that at higher SOAs the effect strength reached 1.0 for these instructions, indicating that saccades were made directly to the instructed target. The differences between the effects of horizontal, vertical, and polar amplitude instructions appear to be much smaller here than in Experiment 2, as the effects asymptote at larger SOAs.

![Difference in means of normalized effect size as a function of reaction time for the four instruction types in Experiment 3. Reaction time is binned at 200 ms intervals. See [Figure 3](#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f03){ref-type="fig"} for conventions pertaining to the difference in normalized effect size.](i1534-7362-17-3-2-f07){#i1534-7362-17-3-2-f07}

As the effect of epoch on instruction effect was roughly similar for the vertical, horizontal, and polar amplitude instruction types, we analyzed the effect epoch by conducting a three-way ANOVA using all saccades from the vertical, horizontal, and polar amplitude data sets and with normalized instruction effect as the dependent variable, epoch and instruction type as fixed factors, and subject as a random factor. We found a significant main effect of epoch (*F* = 3.9, *df* = 3, *p* \< 0.05) and a main effect of instruction type that bordered on significance (*F* = 4.7, *df* = 2, *p* = 0.059). A multiple comparisons procedure analyzing the effect of epoch showed pairwise differences between the first epoch and all subsequent epochs, and a difference that bordered on significance (*p* = 0.057) between the 500- and 700-ms epochs.

Meanwhile, in this larger saccade latency range a substantial effect of the polar direction **(**CW vs. CCW) instruction pair was finally observed, with large differences found between the earlier and later epochs. We analyzed this by conducting a two-way ANOVA on all saccades with the polar direction data set with normalized instructional effect as the dependent variable, epoch as a fixed factor, and subject as a random factor. We found a substantial effect of epoch on the effect of instruction (*F* = 17, *df* =3, *p* \< 0.001). Multiple comparisons revealed significant differences between the first and all subsequent epochs and between the second and fourth epochs.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The results of these experiments build upon the earlier work of Edelman et al. ([@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]) to show the generality of object-centered instructions on saccadic eye movements across instructions expressed in different coordinate frames, how the effect of instruction evolves with SRT (or latency), and how the extent of effects depends upon short- and long-term experience with the instruction.

We found that instructions given in vertical coordinates (up vs. down) had an effect on ES vector that was even stronger than that of horizontal (left vs. right) coordinates (used in Edelman et al., [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]). Instructions given in terms of polar amplitude (near vs. far) were also effective in influencing ESs, even though the coordinate frame was non-Cartesian. These object-centered effects were clearly evident even for saccades less than 100 ms in reaction time. However, instructions given in terms of polar direction (CW vs. CCW) had only a small effect on saccades with reaction times less than 200 ms.

An analysis of how the effect of object-centered instruction depended on reaction time indicated that effect increased with increasing reaction time and reached an asymptote at saccade latencies of around 400 ms for the horizontal, vertical, and polar amplitude instruction types. In contrast, polar direction effects were apparent only with reaction times above 300 ms, and gradually increased before reaching an asymptote at a reaction time of around 800 ms. Edelman et al. ([@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]) previously examined effects of horizontal Cartesian instructions on ESs, showing also that the effect could be adjusted in amplitude and was dependent on the size of the visual stimulus. Given the degree of radial isotropy in the visual and oculomotor systems, it is not surprising that the vertical instructions had a similar effect, though it was notable to find that this was larger than the horizontal effect. One possible reason for a larger vertical effect is the functional significance of altitude, namely the distinction of up versus down, as opposed to horizontal position, where there is less functional distinction between left and right.

The effect with the polar amplitude instructions appeared to be smaller than the horizontal and vertical instruction effects. One possible reason for the reduction in amplitude is it may be difficult to make a saccade that overshoots a visible target. Indeed, saccades to suddenly appearing visual stimuli tend to be hypometric (Leigh & Zee, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Leigh1]). We thus would expect to find a near/far asymmetry in our data set, where the effect on near saccades was stronger that of far saccades. One previous study showed that when two stimuli are presented on an isodirectional line (such that the two stimuli have the same polar angle, but different eccentricities) and subjects are instructed to make saccades to the closer target, subjects are able to do so even for ESs (Weber, Latanov, & Fischer, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Weber1]). This result is thus similar to our results in the near condition of Experiment 1, although they did not run a condition similar to our far condition.

Why do the polar direction conditions have different results from the other conditions? {#s4a}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The results in the polar direction conditions were strikingly different from the other three instruction conditions. Only a small effect of polar direction instruction was evident for ESs, and for any reaction time saccades in general. Only in the instructed delayed task (Experiment 3) did instruction begin to substantially influence saccade vector, with a full effect of polar direction not evident until approximately 500 ms after the target array appeared. This is reminiscent of data from a previous study of mental rotation during saccade programming (M. H. Fischer, Deubel, Wohlschlager, & Schneider, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Fischer4]), where subjects were required to use mental rotation to program a saccade displaced in polar direction from a suddenly appearing visual stimulus. This link with mental rotation can be confirmed with further experiments varying the polar angle distance between the two stimuli and testing if this systematically influences the ability of the instructions to influence saccades.

One explanation for why polar direction instructions were so ineffective on reactive saccades may be that brain mechanisms do not exist that can encode an object in terms of relative polar angle. It is known that locations on objects can be encoded in object-centered reference frames in terms of horizontal and vertical position (Olson, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Olson1]). Such Cartesian encoding seems intuitive given our daily experience in the visual world. There is also considerable experimental evidence of this encoding, as it has been observed or inferred with a variety of neurophysiological, psychophysical, and clinical studies (Olson, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Olson1]). As visual search of an object may prefer the exploration of close or far locations depending on characteristics of the visual scene, having a representation encoded in terms of near and far with respect to the current gaze angle may also serve behavior. In contrast, other than playing roulette, watching a Ferris wheel, or making spatial judgments regarding the hands of an old-fashioned analog clock, it is more difficult to see how the encoding of parts of objects with respect to the CW or CCW position of the object is useful in the real world.

One possible confound in this experiment is that the Cartesian instructions were indicated by arrows while the polar instructions were indicated by letters, adding a linguistic component that could result in different mechanisms of encoding, and possibly lengthening the time required to encode the polar instructions. The trial structure is likely to have mitigated any such differences, since instruction types were held constant within a block, so that encoding only needed to be switched once per block. It should be noted that we make no claim as to how these instructions are encoded, and it is quite possible that there is a linguistic component in encoding both polar and Cartesian instructions and that the nature of this encoding is different across individuals.

The effect of practice and trial order {#s4b}
--------------------------------------

The analysis of session and trial order indicated that the effect of instructions on ES vector was evident with no training on the object-centered tasks. Effect on trial order within a block of trials (object-centered instruction was held constant within a block) was minimal, except for the polar amplitude instruction type, and the influence of session number on the effect (across the four sessions) was small. These results suggest that the ability to use these object-centered instructions to influence saccadic eye movements is hard-wired into the human sensorimotor system, or that at the very least it can arise during the development of normal visuomotor function and does not require specialized training or practice. This suggests that the ability to guide saccades to particular parts of suddenly appearing visual objects may be a commonplace visuomotor behavioral skill. The small effect of trial order within a block of trials in the polar amplitude instruction is reminiscent of short-term saccade adaptation, in which saccade vector changes across repeated trials in which a target is stepped to a new position during a saccade made to it (Leigh & Zee, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Leigh1]). Indeed, a recent study has shown amplitude adaptation even when saccade targets appear in different directions, as is the case here (Rolfs, Knapen, & Cavanagh, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Rolfs1]). Conversely, if indeed there was a connection between saccade adaptation and this instruction effect then our data would predict that such global adaptation would not be seen in a task analogous to the Cartesian tasks used here.

Neurophysiology {#s4c}
---------------

Olson et al. (reviewed in Olson, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Olson1]) described signals in the supplementary eye fields (SEF) that can represent visual or motor activity in object-centered coordinates. The SEF projects strongly to both the superior colliculus (SC) and the frontal eye fields (FEF), areas well known to play a major role in the production of saccadic eye movements. One explanation of the effects of instruction found here and in Edelman et al. ([@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]) is that such an object-centered signal could enhance or diminish saccade-related signals in brainstem areas, such as the paramedian pontine reticular reformation (PPRF) or mesencephalic reticular formation, in which horizontal and vertical components of saccades are thought to be frequency encoded (Leigh & Zee, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Leigh1]), with larger and faster saccades accompanied by greater neural activity. For example, an instruction to make a saccade to the left of a target array could enhance the activity of PPRF neurons mediating the leftward component of saccades.

However, Edelman et al. ([@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Edelman2]) showed that an object-centered effect on saccades was dependent upon not only the spatial instruction but on the spatial extent of the visual stimulus, with the effect greater for a larger object than a smaller object. This visual dependence indicates the effect was influenced directly by target presence, and is thus likely to be mediated by areas in which a visual response is present. This suggests that a locus of the effect was more likely to be at the SC or upstream of it in the oculomotor pathways, namely in frontal or parietal cortex, rather than downstream in the brainstem, such as in the PPRF or mesencephalic reticular formation, where more purely motor-related signals are found (Leigh & Zee, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Leigh1]).

The SC and saccade-related areas upstream of the SC not only carry visual signals, but also code for saccades spatially. In particular, the SC and the FEF code for saccades in terms of a spatial map, where saccades of a particular vector are preceded by neural activity in a circumscribed spatial region of the SC or FEF, with visual locations close to the fovea being represented by larger amounts of the neural map than locations further away (Leigh & Zee, [@i1534-7362-17-3-2-Leigh1]). Interactions between neurons in such a spatial map may produce the asymmetry observed presently with the polar amplitude instructions, with the near instruction having a much larger effect than the far instruction. These differences suggest the effects of polar magnitude instructions are also mediated by modulated visual activity on a spatial map, and thus are mediated by the SC or areas upstream.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

These data provide further evidence that the visuomotor system can rely on cognitive commands in some, but not all, object-centered reference frames to influence the vector of ESs while demonstrating that the these effects are innate to the human saccadic system and evolve to full effect over several hundred milliseconds.
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